
To: Conservation Non-Profit IT Representative 

From: Stephanie Marceau 

Date: May 20th, 2016 

RE: Securing Private Email Correspondence 

 

Overview 

The purpose of this memo is to discuss possible solutions for the email security and privacy 

issues that Conservation Non-Profit has been dealing with. I have spent a good deal of time 

overlooking the occurrence and solutions to that problem and have come up with a remedy. I 

personally recommend email encryption services to combat any further security issues, and have 

given several possible email encryption programs to contemplate. I believe these will help not 

only fix but also avoid such a problem in the future. 

What Email Encryption Is 

Email encryption is essentially the disguising of the content within emails to protect the 

information they contain. Authentication is something often included in the encryption process. 

Email encryption isn’t just important for people relaying extremely sensitive material like social 

security numbers and access codes back and forth. It also protects an email from hackers 

accessing files, photos, and even from completely hijacking a user’s email. Emails are 

vulnerable, so having a system protect your emails is invaluable. If an email is encrypted, even if 

it still gets intercepted, it cannot be interpreted and used against you (Digital Guardian). Beyond 

that, email encryption is a usable, accessible, and sustainable service that will only help 

Conservation Non-Profit greatly in securing protection for themselves while also still being able 

to help the big cats they intend to protect as well. 

Possible Email Encryption Services 

Personally, I have come to recommend four possible firewall services: HP SecureMail, 

DataMotion, ProofPoint, and EdgeWave. HP SecureMail and DataMotion are the best rated and 

best accessible and usable platforms, but if certain parts of either do not fit your needs both 

ProofPoint and EdgeWave are wonderful substitutes (Voltage).  

Downsides of Email Encryption Services 

As all things are, email encryption is not perfect. The largest issue a corporation can have is the 

fact that it will cost money to encrypt all emails. Though it’s a solid way of protecting your 

communicative information, it’s not free. Another issue is that email encryption often does 

involve authentication, and forgetting passwords could become an issue with employees. 

Furthermore, even though the best-recommended services do their best to be compatible with 

non-encrypted emails, many do not. And even then, the best email encryption services cannot 

manage to be compatible with 100% of people (Science). Though these things are unfortunate, I 



believe they all pale in comparison to the worthiness of email encryption. You could lose more 

money if not encrypted, forgotten passwords can be dealt with and are more of an annoyance, 

and the compatibility will never be perfect no matter what you do.  

Conclusion 

Despite their few downfalls, email encryption services are helpful and protect a company from 

hackers and intercepted information that may harm them far worse than its worth. Conservation 

Non-Profit deserves to have its information private and protected, particularly because of the 

sensitive and important work you are doing to save the big cats of the world. It may cost a bit, 

but overall email encryption can greatly help protect your employees, donators, and the cats. In 

the end, that’s what truly matters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conservation Non-Profit Email Security Technical Report 

Introduction 

Two weeks ago, Conservation Non-Profit had a serious issue when an anonymous hacker 

hijacked the email of your employees a few days ago. The email had to be shut down 

immediately and all other emails were put under severe surveillance to make sure the problem 

wasn’t occurring elsewhere. Conservation Non-Profit does not wish for this to occur again, and 

has enlisted my services to avoid it. After extensive research, I have decided that email 

encryption would be the best course of action for the company to protect themselves from 

another such situation.  

Research and Information 

The Usability of Email Encryption  

Email encryption services are quite usable for most of them do not require your recipients 

to have the software. They also give easy instructions and ways to customize your 

personal email encryption (TopTenReviews). These services help their clients use their 

products as well as not make their business life more complicated by creating a new 

obstacle when it comes to people who do not have encrypted email services.  

The Accessibility of Email Encryption 

Accessibility is vital for a busy world, because if things are too complicated to deal with 

or hard to find, most people simply drop it if they can. Email encryption services do a 

great job of not creating this friction between them and their clients. They interconnect 

with other technological companies to make big names for themselves and make them 

easier for people to find and are accessible and usable on most platforms. 

The Sustainability of Email Encryption 

Email encryption is sustainable merely for the fact the companies would not have clients 

if they did not update regularly. Hackers are clever, so email encryption services must 

always be just as clever and be updated regularly to stay ahead. They care about your 

safety and they also care about their own profits. As email is not a dying mode of 

communication in business, their sustainability as email encryption servicers is vital to 

them, therefore making itself sustainable for you.  

Overall Important Email Encryption Facts 

Important facts to consider include the danger of unprotected emails. Virtru, a company 

dedicated to knowledge about email safety and helping you protect yourself, says, “ 

Email Malware Creation is up 26% Year Over Year, with 317 Million New Pieces of 

Malware Created in 2014” (Virtru). This means that as years go on, the less safe having 

unprotected emails is. You are more likely to get your email infected and intercepted and 

used against you as technology itself advances. This means getting protection only gets 

more and more important. Furthermore, hackers targeted 5 out of 6 large companies 



using email attacks last year, and though Conservation Non-Profit is not the size of a 

larger company yet, medium to small companies face email threats as well. The larger a 

corporation gets, the bigger it is as a target (Virtru). Therefore, if Conservation Non-

Profit plans on growing you must think about the measures you must take to protect 

yourselves. Internet crime is rampant, and these type of services are the best home alarm 

systems you can have. It’s a lot harder for a cop to chase down an internet criminal than it 

is to prevent yourself from an attack. Conservation Non-Profit should do its best to 

prevent email attacks from occurring, so that their company can grow and further help the 

big cats they only seek to protect themselves.  

Conclusions 

Hence, these are the reasons I believe email encryption is vital to not only internet safety in 

general, but particularly vital to companies. Conservation Non-Profit has already dealt with an 

event that may not have caused too much harm, but it could have. And once one gets in it’s a lot 

easier for more. The company must take action immediately to prevent such an event from 

occurring again. Email encryption services are usable, accessible, and sustainable, as well as 

directly connected to current trends in security issues and the security issue that Conservation 

Non-Profit just dealt with. Therefore, I am confident in my conclusion that Conservation Non-

Profit should invest in email encryption services.   

Recommendations 

HP SecureMail Facts 

HP SecureMail prides itself on being compatible across multiple formats, particularly so 

that your email recipients do not need purchase their services and that you can go about 

business without your encryption complicating things. It also won an excellence award in 

email security from Cybersecurity (Hewlett Packard Enterprises). It ticks boxes in 

security, compatibility, accessibility, usability, and even accessories, and is number 1 on 

Voltage’s top ten email encryption service list.  

DataMotion Facts 

DataMotion is another highly rated company that provides secured email encryption 

services, giving clients a free trial initially and giving very similar features as HP 

SecureMail. They promote email fortification, defend client privacy, and work towards 

elevated organizational efficiency (DataMotion).  

proofpoint Facts 

proofpoint is another great contender, and though they may not be as refined and 

compatible as DataMotion and HP SecureMail, they promote their ability to back-up 

information and the company seems to have more flexible costs then the two 

aforementioned corporations. Also, there is a bit more customization as ProofPoint 

allows for a client to clarify if they wish to encrypt a certain message or not. Because of 

its compatibility issues, it corrects this with giving its clients’ flexibility.  



Edgewave Facts 

Similar to proofpoint, EdgeWave does not have as much compatibility but also does have 

more flexible costs. It also has some focus on customizable parts, such as reports and 

alerts, to fit a clients’ needs. One thing it seems to do differently is that is has a strong 

emphasis on filtering when it comes to spam, phishing, and viruses, which can be quite 

useful if that is more of an issue a company is worried about.   

More Personalized Recommendations 

Based on my knowledge of your company, I would recommend HP SecureMail or EdgeWave in 

particular. HP SecureMail simply is the best rated and has most coverage so if you can it would 

probably be the best overall. Yet knowing a bit about your budget, EdgeWave might be more 

flexible. Also, though EdgeWave has flaws, they work hard towards fixing them in their 

customization features. I also don’t know the source of your email troubles, and if it was from 

and incoming virus, spam, or phishing tool, EdgeWave may be the better product for your 

situation. Either way, I think this information should get Conservation Non-Profit on the correct 

foot to solving your email privacy and safety issues and get you back to the company status quo 

quickly, just a more protected one.  
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